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When I was young, Ms. Jessie’s wasn’t selling $22 bottles of something called curly 
hair pudding. Natural haircare products didn’t exist, actually, the term “natural hair” 
wasn’t really a thing.  At home, your Mom called your natural hair nappy. It was 
unnatural when your new growth, or new hair, started to appear below the fragile, 
processed and wired strands above it. All communications suggested that your hair 
was a problem to be solved, unless you had a better grade of hair and then you were a 
tier above your kinkier sisters but you were still black, just better black. Better, easier 
to manage black.  When I was young, I wanted my hair braided in two braids going 
back because the white girls in my class wore it that way. Every brown girl wants body 
in their hair to feel beautiful.  Today, my nieces don’t watch hair tutorials with black 
girls in them. 

When I was in grade school we used terms like “unbeweaveable” to pick on girls who 
wore bad synthetic hair. And then suddenly natural hair was a movement. And then 
there were whole sections in stores for ethnic hair. And then there were natural hair 
YouTube celebrities that black girls could look to for likeness and for the first time in 
my history, as a 20-something, I was able to see that black girls that looked like me 
grew different types of hair, not just the fair-skinned ones on commercials. Then as 
with any movement, there came the natural hair politics: retailers had to be reminded 
that “ethnic” and “beauty” should not be separate sections in the same haircare isle, 
and even now, there is a clear distinction between black haircare products and the 
others on the same shelves. 

You could be 7 years old picking scabs from the burns the hydroxides in a relaxer left 
on your scalp. You can still be 7 years old and get pulled to the front of our class for 
the beads on the ends of your braids being too loud. That’s the story of Lamya 
Cammon, whose teacher cut her hair off in font of her laughing classmates.  

I brought you here to make you uncomfortable. To walk you through a subject 
whereby I tell my story and the stories of so many of us. How being Southern and 
black, is weighted. How DNA acquisition is a vulnerable practice. About self hatred 
and African American conflict. About the comfort level in which we take from black 



women, fail to support black feminine beauty and how we love black women, without 
truly loving black women.  

I’ve told this story many times before, but I’ve gone through just about every phase 
that you can think of. I’ve had a jerhi curl, hard crunchy styles with the crimps french 
bun. I’ve sat 12 hours may times for braids before, I know the smell of Pump it Up 
from a mile away, I know the weight of hair grease in my hair, I know what it’s like to 
train a flat wrap to go the perfect direction, but when it came to my own hair, my 
actual hair, I had no idea what it looked like, how it curled, or what it felt like. I just 
knew, that in 6 weeks time, I would go and buy a box of relaxer, and would ask my 
mom to erase it. When I went to college, I had to learn how to erase it  myself, and it 
didn’t go well and I lost a lot of hair trying to get the formula right. I remember not 
wanting to do my hair around my white friends in school because they would ask 
questions that made me feel like a specimen. 

A friend of mine, told me that she chose not to put synthetic hair in her child’s natural 
head because she didn’t want her to experience loss. And I know that feeling. And I 
see it when I do my niece’s hair how much more she loves who she is when she is 
somebody else/when she’s wearing somebody else. 

One day, I was washing my hair, and I had in these long synthetic braids and I kept 
feeling under the braids  each time I washed my hair, feeling on this thing I had never 
really seen before. or fully touched before. I was 24 years old. And somewhere around 
24, the public shifted, and women were either transitioning their natural hair in, or 
doing these “big chops’s or this proclamation that you will no longer bind yourself to 
your relaxed hair and wear it as it grows out of your scalp, and suddenly the 
conversation among the women in my family shifted. They were starting to chop their 
hair off and acquaint themselves with their natural hair and I was intensely curious. I 
had lived 24 years of my life on this earth, and have never seen what my real hair 
looked like  

24 years. And I had no idea. Everyone around me had these really interesting and 
pillowy curls with tons of definition, and I thought, this is me. I’m going to look like all 
the YouTube bloggers with their perfectly defined curls and my hair was going to grow 
out in no time and life was going to be excellent. So I called my cousin and asked her 
to cut it off. 10 minutes later she arrived at my house, and I only had enough new and 



shiny natural hair for about  2 inches, but when my expectations crashed into my 
reality I told myself, out loud, staring into a mirror that I was ugly, and cut off the light. 

I have a photo of me from the following Sunday of me standing in a hair store with 15 
packs of synthetic braiding hair because I was not about to look at myself like this. I 
didn’t know who that person was but she wasn’t me and she certainly wasn’t someone 
I found attractive. Before I did it I was told by one of my family members, “don’t 
expect your hair to look like your cousins’, and all I could think was wow, she was 
right. 

I got my hair braided and then asked myself how far that self-hatred had to travel to 
come to me. How come black women do so much hiding? How many of us do not 
know ourselves, or cut our hair and do not like what they see mirrored back to them? 

To assist in the disassociation from braided slave styles, black people were using 
everything from bacon grease to goose fat to straighten their hair. Sometime in the 
1890s, a black woman named Annie Malone was the first person to patent a hot comb. 
Madame CJ Walker would later improve this comb. 

Simultaneously, in the late1800s, a man named Garret A. Morgan invented the first 
relaxer: the first chemical hair straightening agent for black people.  

Assimilation. The performance of hiding in plain sight and in so many ways black 
women are actors in their own narrative. 

It’s safe to say that most women take their hair seriously. So with all things considered, 
Black women take their hair personally. So what happens when generation upon 
generation of black women straighten out the natural state of themselves chemically or 
otherwise in to blend? Chemically altering the natural structure of their existence? The 
reality is that you arrive an entire generation of identities devoid of origin, devoid of 
practice, stripped of self, and true beauty and human viability. And not just among 
women but men also. In this time, where natural hair is more widely accepted, black 
men also have to learn how to re-learn their own women in their natural state. Some 
don’t. 



I took my braids out, and my 24 year old self sat on my living room floor with a note 
pad trying to reimagine myself as beautiful. The science of black hair, porosity, 
patterns, textures and the products that best suited each. Re-learning my identity from 
scratch, unraveling the 20 something years of being drilled into my mind that the hair 
was to be fixed—that I was something to be fixed, unraveling the hundreds of years 
that brought this idea to me. Still raw, still on edge, still navigating and asking myself: 
is someone going to comment about my hair today? A style, texture that I’m just 
starting to get used to? Am I going to have to explain myself today? Is someone going 
to touch me without asking today? Am I beautiful? Do other people see me as viable? 
Who taught me that to hate myself? 

I took all of these questions into a 5-chapter series titled Magnolias, and on the back 
wall are remnants from all of those chapters. The chapters speak to acceptance of 
oneself as a natural woman, and acceptance others no matter where they are in their 
own narrative. It explores the heartache of preference and relationships among women 
and how hair, texture and skin could hurt, reduce or empower us within the African 
American community. The women in these photos are braided because who I truly am 
became present when I cut off my hair. Those braided masks are me. Every photo 
photo in this space, including the ones to my left, are a self portrait. 

I’ve always asked myself, during these strange out-of-body experiences, what is the 
white woman equivalent to feeling absolutely outside of yourself? 

Earlier I mentioned the word specimen and I’d like to carry that word into this 
oftentimes weighted feeling of otherness and questions of ownership. 

So enter: Kim Kardashian, socialite and attention seeker in a shameless pursuit of 
relevancy at the reckless expense of other black women in her path. Not just her, but 
other women like her who are cruelly intentioned: wearing brown-girl femininity and 
culture as trend in both curves and hair, the cultural disregard for the women she lifts 
her trends from, and takes ownership over is called appropriation. The latest being the 
wearing of traditional West African Fula style braids and attributing them to Bo Derek: 
a white female actress who famously wore the braids in a movie called “10”.  



Even in my discomfort I asked myself what ownership do I personally have over 
something like Fula or Fulani braids? Literally speaking, is being black ownership 
enough and where does this ownership come from? African Americans, being 
descendants of hundreds of years of hardship, displacement, and re-acclimation have a 
difficult time retracing our steps and to look back feels foggy, irrelevant and yet still so 
present. 

So I went in search of linage, I wanted to find literal, geographic means to claim my 
ownership. And I tried that using autosomal DNA testing. Autosomes are the matched 
pairs of chromosomes that hold your genetic makeup. Tests like 23 and Me, Ancestry 
DNA, African Ancestry DNA etc, use your DNA as a means to physically map and 
match your genetic similarities to others within a region to come up with an 
estimation of your geographic history and lineage. Estimation. I took one of these 
tests, and while waiting for results, did quite of bit of research, even speaking with a 
genetic biologist, on the accuracy of these tests. 

And there are two things to consider here. 1: genetics lacks historical context (context 
like tribal migrations and convergences, resource depletion and warfare that may move 
a group of people from one place to the next). 2: the average amount of autosomal 
DNA shared with a relative decreases with each successive generation. So you may 
share around 50% of your DNA with a sibling, but by the time you reach your fourth 
cousin, you’ve landed at under 1 percent of matched DNA. What DNA relation 
companies rely on, is the volume of participants to create this giant web of estimations. 
So as more people take tests, your estimations can fluctuate. And for African 
Americans, already vulnerable and searching for paths and patterns back into 
themselves, a moving target is not inspirational. 

Two days ago I went back to check my DNA account and I was no longer 30% Nigerian. 
I wasn’t Nigerian at all but now 46% Cameroonian and now 3% English and 1% 
Spanish, and 2% Norwegian, 1% Native American and more. 

On the wall for my new work I used my original DNA results to study the regions I was 
told I came from, and to align those ideas with appropriation and how much 
ownership I felt I had over an identity I was acquainted with. Studying to find a viable 
home.  I talked to African women from the areas I thought I originated from, and 
purchased items that aligned with those cultures, and even shot some of those items in 



my series as very distorted self portrait which included traditional variations of Fulani 
earrings for example. Because 13,000 more people had taken the test since January of 
this year my entire identity shifted, and so the meaning of this work shifted. Is being 
black, ownership enough, when you cannot take ownership over your own history? 
Reach is about our vulnerability in finding ourselves, in seeing so much of ourselves, 
as black women, spread so thin across so many cultures, but not but always being 
credited. Good enough to lift from, but not always good enough to be the face. 

The Sisters characters behind me are embodiments of the idea that we as black 
women, no matter where or how we originate, that we can at least connect to one 
another through the commonality of sharing vivid hair stories whether relaxed or 
natural. The Sisters characters exist in the space it takes to wrap faux locks or braid 
waste-length box braids. My textile work, are the result of hours of repetitive actions 
like braiding, twisting, weaving, caring because black hair, after all is a thread, a textile. 
Whether basketry or on a loom, imagine the time it takes to make just one. Imagining 
the time i’ve spent doing myna hair over the past 6 years, is comparable to what it 
takes to weave just one of these baskets. They are time. And Like my weavings, these 
Sisters are both past and present identities, this installation exists is beyond time. 

What I do know for sure, is that my family, ended up in South Carolina as part of the 
transatlantic trade, and that if I’m nothing else, I know for sure that I’m a southern 
woman. Though weighted, and sometimes heavy, I couldn’t imagine being elsewhere. 

In a poem titled Hecatic Seance Q&A, a foundational piece for this Reception, that 
was written for Magnolias by a beautiful southern woman writer named Bailey 
Pittenger, who is now getting her Ph.D at Denver University, she accurately depicted 
this feeling of being a southern woman. She says: 

“The one thing I will say is that the south carries more than any other space, 
she continues, I guard the south, but men tamed me. Geographically, you ask. 
Societally, she answers, don’t compare your mountains to others. You’re every 
southern woman when you have a voice that speaks on as many levels as the 
rings in a tree, you’re every southern woman when you know what it is to not 
have a face, you’re every southern woman when you answer to every cry for 
help, you’re every southern woman when you try to piece yourself back 
together.” 



The performers that you’ll see shortly lift the gestures, ideas, movements and black 
southern/feminine sentimentalities from the Second chapter of Magnolias titled 
South. 
As we put ourselves back together, I remain hopeful. That you speak to someone today 
you didn’t know. That you ask questions as my work most certainly does, and that you 
tread just a bit more lightly.  

Thank you. 


